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Abstract: This paper presents real time simulation to analyze the behavior of discrete 
controller for interconnected power system. A two-area interconnected power system 
consisting of non-identical power plants with EHVAC transmission link as 
interconnection is considered for investigations. The hydro and nuclear power plant 
comprises of area-1 and area-2 respectively. In this paper new control strategies for 
digital controller is developed depending on the sampling time to test the controller in 
the non real time simulation environment and transform the controller into a real-time 
prototype controller, which is used for testing the algorithm in real working conditions. 
The real time simulation provides a quick solution for prototyping new functions in 
different types of industrial processes and devices controlled with a complex distributed 
control system. The real time simulation uses the discrete model of the AGC. Hence 
discrete controller for the AGC is derived from the continuous controller by 
discritization of the continuous controller  using Tustin transformation, or trapezoid 
approximation method and the closed loop stability is checked by taking the bode of the 
closed loop of AGC model for different sampling time periods ,the dynamic response 
plot for 1% load disturbance in area-1. The discrete controller is prototyped and the real 
time simulation is performed to observe the results, the dynamic response plots are 
obtained for 1% load disturbance in area-1 of the real time model. 
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1. Introduction 
 In real situations, the power systems consist of conventional forms of electrical power 
generations like, thermal, hydro, and nuclear as a major share of electrical power. The 
configuration of today’s integrated power system becomes more complex due to these power 
plants with widely varying dynamic characteristics. Nuclear units owing to their high 
efficiency are usually kept at base load close to their maximum output with no participation in 
system automatic generation control (AGC) [1-3]. Gas power generation is ideal for meeting 
varying load demand. However, such plants do not play very significant role in AGC of a large 
power system, since these plants form a very small percentage of total system generation. Gas 
plants are used to meet peak demands only. Thus the natural choice for AGC falls on either 
thermal or hydro units. But with integration of nuclear power plants in the power system, it is 
also required to study the behaviour of AGC for the interconnected power system considering 
nuclear power plant. A literature survey shows that most of the earlier works in the area of 
AGC pertain to interconnected thermal systems and relatively lesser attention has been devoted 
to the AGC of interconnected hydro nuclear system [4-5]. The generating characteristics of 
low-head hydro units such as used in run-of-river plants have excellent response capabilities.  
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Many can be cycled over their entire operating range in under a minute. High-head units must 
have their response rates somewhat curtailed to prevent water-hammer damage in long 
penstocks. Even with such a limitation, the units can respond with very large excursions, if 
desired. However, hydro plant loading maneuvers may require careful coordination with other 
hydro units upstream or downstream on the same river system and the most of the nuclear units 
have either boiling-water (BWR) or pressurized-water (PWR) steam generators. Most are not 
currently controlled by AGC, but there are exceptions. BWR units operate under AGC 
typically can respond at 3% per minute for 10 minutes or so within their regulating range. To 
move outside the range requires making changes manually in the control-rod pattern, a more 
lengthy process. Power control in PWR units is accomplished by adjusting control rods in the 
reactor core, and for larger excursions at slower rates, by changing the concentration of boric 
acid in the primary loop. These units are capable of making 20% excursions at rates of nearly 
3% per minute. 
 The objectives traditionally defined for AGC appear to be vague and incomplete. Only 
comparison of attributes of AGC strategies from different aspects and for each attribute, the 
preferred strategy is indicated. The concepts developed for the single control area case are then 
extended to that of an interconnection comprising several control areas. Supplementary 
controllers are designed to regulate the area control errors to zero effectively. Several modern 
design techniques have been used to optimize the parameters of the supplementary controllers 
and these techniques are usually analyzed in off-line simulation using variable step solvers. As 
the controllers are usually implemented in discrete mode therefore the discrete time analysis of 
the control strategies is to be done before implementing in field. Rapid control prototyping 
(RCP) is a control design method where testing of a new controller is done first in simulation 
environment. The simulation models are then converted with aid of automatic code generation 
to a prototype controller that can be used in field testing. With this approach, the time needed 
for developing new functions is reduced significantly because the manual computer code 
implementation phase is left out of the design and testing process. Consequently, it is possible 
to evaluate different control solutions without additional delay. 
 
2. Power System Model under Investigation 
 Investigations have been carried out on an interconnected Hydro-Nuclear system as shown 
in figure1, neglecting the generation rate constraints. 
 

 
Figure 1. Transfer function model of an interconnected two-area Hydro- Nuclear system. 
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3. System Model  
 Mathematical model is developed  and step load perturbation of 1% of nominal  loading has 
been considered in area-1. to study the dynamic behavior of the system [6-9].Below is the 
mathematical of each of the components needed to build the power system model. 
 
A. Generator 
The Generator dynamics is modeled by swing equation and is given in equation. 1 
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For small perturbation the above relation can be represented by a block diagram shown in 
figure 2 

 
Figure 2. Transfer function diagram of generator 

 
 Similarly the composite load is considered and the corresponding transfer function for the 
load model is given as- 
  
 wDPP Le Δ+Δ=Δ  (2)
   
 Where ΔPL is the non frequency-sensitive load change and DΔω is the frequency sensitive 
load change. D is expressed as percentage change in load divided by the percentage change in 
frequency. 
 Therefore the combined transfer function for the generator load model is shown in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Combined transfer function diagram of generator and load 

 
B. Tie Line 
 The Tie line power is represented in equation 3 and the corresponding block diagram 
developed from equation 3,4,5  is given in figure 4. 
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Where, 
0
2

0
1 ,δδ =Power angles of equivalent machines of the two areas. 

For incremental changes in 1δ  and 2δ the incremental tie line power can be expressed as. 
      )()( 21121, δδ Δ−Δ=Δ TpuPtie                               (4)            
 
Since incremental of power angles are integral of incremental frequencies, can be written as 
      )(2)( 21121, dtfdtfTpuPtie Δ∫−Δ∫=Δ π                 (5) 

   Where 1Δf  and 2Δf are incremental frequency changes of Area-1 and Area-2 respectively. 
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                           Figure 4. Isolated model of hydro power system for LFC 
 
 
C. Hydraulic Turbine Governor System 
 The transfer function for the mechanical hydraulic governor is given by eq 6 and the turbine 
is given by eq 7: 
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 Where, K and T are the gain and time constant of the hydraulic system (h, 2 and 4 are suffix 
for Hydro area and g for governor). 
The combined model for isolated hydro power system is given in figure 5. 
 

 
                                  Figure 5. Isolated model of hydro power system for LFC 
 
D. Nuclear Turbine Governor System 
 The Mathematical model considered for Nuclear unit with tandem-compound turbines, one 
HP section and two LP sections with HP reheater is shown in fig 6 [10-11]. 
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                                 Figure 6. Isolated model of  Nuclear Power System for LFC  
 
4. Controller Model and Tuning 
 In this paper a two area interconnected power system with area 1 comprises of hydro power 
system and area 2 comprises of nuclear power system and conventional PI Controller is 
considered. 
1. The output of conventional PI controller is given in equation 8. 
 ))(/1)(()( ∫+= dtteTteKtU ip                          (8) 

 
 The control signal depends upon error signal e(t). In this case e(t) is area control error 
(ACE). Where Kp is proportional gain, Ti  is the integral times and Area Control Error (ACE) 
is expressed as linear combination of incremental frequency and tie line power. Thus ACE for 
control Area-1 and for control Area-2 are given as:- 
 
      )s(fB)s(P)s(ACE 111,tie1 Δ+Δ=                  (9) 

      )s(fB)s(P)s(ACE 222,tie2 Δ+Δ=                 (10) 
 
 For tuning the gain of the controller, the investigated system is first considered without 
AGC controllers and then 1% step load perturbation is given in both the areas and Integral 
Square Error criterion is used to obtain optimum gain parameters for Controllers. In the 
beginning the integral gains are assumed zero and optimum value of proportional gain (Kp) is 
obtained. With this value of Kp, integral gain is optimized using ISE criterion. The dynamic 
performance of the AGC system depends upon controllers gain setting hence optimized gains 
are calculated by the ISE techniques whose performance index is given as 
  

 dtPffJ tie
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)22212(
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(11)

  
 A value of 0.65 is used for α and β . and after several iteration the optimized value of gain 
0.03 is calculated. 
 
5. Digital Controller Model and Tuning 
 Different techniques are used to convert continuous systems into discrete systems but the 
continuous system can only be approximated and the discrete system can never be exactly 
equivalent. Different methods can result different controller performances [12-14]. The method 
used in this paper is called the Tustin transformation or trapezoid approximation and equation 
is given as:- 
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Where T is the sampling time that depends on the time constant of the system and the 
approximation taken here is represented by equation 13. 
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 In this paper continuous time PI controller is discretized with various different sampling 
periods and has been observed that the stability of the equivalent discrete controller becomes 
smaller as the sampling period reduces and the response of the system is unbounded. Therefore 
sampling time and gain of the controller is tuned taken so that the design criteria of minimum 
settling time and the closed-loop system should be stable. The discritization is done with a 
sampling time of 0.1 sec and behavior is compared and analyzed with the continuous time 
controller by plotting Bode plots as shown in figure 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Bode of continuous and discrete PI controller 
 

6. Simulation Studies  
 AGC controllers are designed to regulate the area control errors to zero effectively and the 
design techniques have been used to optimize the parameters of the supplementary controllers 
by analyzing the dynamic behavior in off-line simulation that may be time-consuming, 
numerically instable due to variable step solvers and lack the capability of interfacing with real 
devices. A real-time simulation is therefore gradually adopted to replace off-line simulation 
without the mentioned drawbacks. The significant requirement of the real-time simulation is to 
ensure that the calculation for a time-step is accomplished within the chosen step-size that is 
usually known as hard real time simulation. 
 In this paper the following simulation has been done and observations have been discussed 
and compared. 
(i). Non-Real time Simulation of continuous time controller known as continuous time model  

and discrete time controller known as hybrid model of AGC for Hydro-Nuclear 
interconnected power system. 

(ii). Real time Simulation of discrete time controller (Hybrid model) of AGC for Hydro-
Nuclear interconnected power system. 
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 For the real time implementation, the controller is discretized and coded to run as a real 
time task under control of the real time operating system. The block diagram of hybrid system 
employed in this paper is shown in figure 8.  

 

 

C(z) P(s) 

 
Figure 8. Discrete controller plant feedback configuration 

 
7. Hardware and Software Architecture For Real Time Simulation 
 In this work single PC loaded with the Microsoft Windows, MATLAB with Real time 
Windows target and C/C++ Compiler is used for prototyping digital controller the setup 
configuration is shown in fig 9. The real time exchange of data between continuous plant 
model and the digital controller is via MATLAB real time windows kernel that will run the 
controller in hard real time. 
 

 
Figure 9. Standalone Simulation system 

 
8. Non Real Time Simulation 
 In this study, the application of continuous time and discrete time PI controller to AGC in 
the power system with two areas having hydro-nuclear turbine tied together power line is 
investigated. The load perturbation or perturbations having amplitude of 0.01 p.u.MW to area 1 
is applied and the frequency oscillations and tie-line power flows are investigated. The 
simulations are implemented using MATLAB / SIMULINK and the comparison due to load 
perturbation is observed. Simulation of below systems are done and dynamic behavior is 
observed and compared. 
(i). Continuous time PI controller with continuous time power system model (Continuous 

system). 
(ii). Discrete time PI controller with continuous time power system (Hybrid system). 
 
 AGC model with continuous time controller as shown in fig 10.0 and the same model with 
equivalent digital PI controller as shown in fig 11.0  is simulated with load perturbation having 
amplitude of 0.01 p.u.MW to area 1,the frequency oscillations and tie-line power flows are 
observed and the comparison are made. 
 The results obtained from the optimum value of continuous time controller gains and the 
discrete time controller are shown in fig 12.0.Examining the responses it is seen that 
continuous time PI controller take more settling time and max peak deviation than the discrete 
time PI controller when  perturbation of  1% occurs in the hydro area. 
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Figure 10. AGC Model with continuous PI controller 

 

 
Figure 11. AGC Model with discrete time PI controller 
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Figure 12. Time response of ∆ F1 for 1% load disturbance in area-1 

 
 As shown in figure 13.0 for the deviation in tie line power the continuous time PI controller 
take more settling time than the discrete time PI controller. 
 

 
Figure13. Time response of ∆ Ptie for 1% load disturbance in area-1 

 
 Examining the responses it is clear that the discrete controller improves effectively the 
damping of the Oscillations after the load deviation in one of the areas in the interconnected 
power system as compared to continuous controller and also has been observed, the first peak 
of the hybrid model and the continuous model are same where as the oscillations and settling 
time are less for the hybrid model as compared to continuous model. 
 
9. Real Time Simulation 
 Hard Real time simulation is performed to implement the discrete controller on 
microprocessor [15-20]. The hardware and software architecture as discussed in section VII is 
used for the real time simulation of the discrete controller. MATLAB /SIMULINK/ REAL 
TIME WORKSHOP/WATCOM C++ Compiler are used to generate the corresponding C code, 
compiling and linking to the target machine. Comparison is studied between the real time 
simulation and non-real time simulation of PI controller for hydro-nuclear interconnected 
power system as shown in fig 14.0  , the results obtained are shown in fig 15.0  and fig 16.0 by 
examining the response  it has been observed that the first negative peak , oscillations and 
settling time of the real time model is better than the non-real time model however response of 
the real time model depends on the fixed time step which is taken as 0.01 sec in this paper.  
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Figure 14. Real-time simulation of two area hydro-nuclear power system with discrete PI 

controller 
 

 
Figure 15. Time response of ∆ F1 for 1% load   disturbance in area-1 

 
 

 
Figure16. Time response of ∆ P1 for 1% load   disturbance in area-1 
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 The real time simulation of controllers have the following advantages over the non-real 
time simulation. Prototyping of the discrete controller can easily be developed on any PC or 
any target microprocessor so that behavior of the controller can be verified along with the 
mathematical model and the hardware. The on-line tuning of the gain can easily be developed. 
Then the discrete controller of power system (hybrid system) is prototyped on Intel Pentium 
1.70 Ghz with 1GB RAM using Simulink-Real time windows target and Watcom C compiler 
and comparison is observed for the non real-time simulation and real-time simulation. 
 
10. Conclusion 
 The real time simulation uses the discrete model of the AGC. Hence discrete controller for 
the AGC is derived from the continuous controller by discritization of the continuous controller  
using Tustin transformation, or trapezoid approximation method and the closed loop stability is 
checked by taking the bode of the closed loop of AGC model for different sampling time 
periods ,the dynamic response plot for 1% load disturbance in area-1 is quite  appreciable for 
the hybrid model (continuous model  with discrete controller) as compared to continuous 
model for the  frequency deviation in area 1 and  in tie line power. When discrete controller is 
prototyped and the real time simulation is performed to observe the results, the dynamic 
response plot for 1% load disturbance in area-1 of the real time model is quite  appreciable as 
compared to non real time model. The peak magnitude, oscillations and settling time are quite 
low as compared to non real time model. Real time simulation is good technique of prototyping 
the controllers for various applications in the lab. 
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